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Discrete- and Continuous-Time Local
Cosine Bases with Multiple Overlapping
Riccardo Bernardini and Martin Vetterli, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Cosine-modulated ﬁlter banks (CMFB’s) are ﬁlter
banks whose impulse responses are obtained by modulating a
window with cosines. Among their applications are video and
audio compression and multitone modulation. Their continuous-
time counterpart is known as local cosine bases. Even though
there is an extended literature on the discrete-time case both
for single and multiple overlapping, the continuous-time case
has received less attention, and only the single overlapping case
has been solved. This work gives a solution to the problem of
continuous-time local cosine bases with multiple overlapping via
a general theory that emphasizes the deep connection between
discrete and continuous time. A sampling theorem for local cosine
basis and an efﬁcient algorithm to compute the expansion of a
signal are also given.
Index Terms—Lapped orthogonal transform, local cosine bases,
smooth localized trigonometric transforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
C
OSINE-modulated ﬁlter banks (CMFB) are ﬁlter banks
whose impulse responses are obtained by modulating
a window with harmonic trigonometric functions [1]–[3].
Among their advantages are easy design and fast computa-
tion with an FFT-like algorithm. The fact that they can be
interpreted as a “smooth DCT” make them interesting for
compression purposes [4], [5]. Recently, they have also found
application in multitone modulation systems [6].
In discrete time, the ﬁrst perfect reconstruction (PR) version
of the CMFB has been introduced by Princen and Bradley [7].
In such a construction, the ﬁlter length is twice the sampling
period , giving rise to single overlapping CMFB. The
ﬁrst results on the multiple overlapping case, more precisely
for , are due to Malvar [8] and Koilpillai and
Vaidyanathan [9]. In [10], Poize et al. show that it is not
necessary to use cosines as modulating functions, as long as
the modulating functions enjoy some type of symmetry and
periodicity. All the cited works use an algebraic approach,
relying on popular signal processing tools like the -transform
and polyphase components [2].
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The continuous-time case has received less attention in the
signal processing literature. The continuous-time counterpart
of the CMFB is known as local cosine bases (LCB), and
it has been introduced by Coifman and Meyer [11]. Such a
device has been used by Auscher et al. [12] to construct the
Lemari´ e and Meyer wavelet [13]. Recently, Matviyenko [14]
introduced biorthogonal LCB, showing that the dual is still an
LCB but with a different window. All the cited works consider
only the single overlapping case. The only result known to the
authors for multiple overlapping in continuous time is due to
Malvar, which, in [15], shows that by modulating a raised
cosine, we get an orthonormal basis for
Bernardini and Kovaˇ cevi´ c in [16] explore both continuous
and discrete time. Inspired by [12], they approach the problem
with a vector space point of view, interpreting PR as a decom-
position of [or ] into a direct sum of subspaces
of compactly supported signals. The theory presented in [16]
works both in continuous and discrete time and, like [10],
relies only on symmetries, but it is usable only in the single
overlapping case.
The goal of this paper is twofold: A ﬁrst immediate one is
to give a solution to the problem of continuous-time LCB with
multiple overlapping; a second result is to present a general
theory of LCB that emphasizes the deep connection between
discrete and continuous time. The approach is similar to the
one used in [16]; we will study LCB via the orthogonality of
some subspaces of or The theory relies on the
idea of folding operator1 that has an intuitive interpretation.
Using this concept, we can deduce the constraints that a
window must satisfy in order to have PR. The idea of folding
operator can be readily extended to the discrete-time case by
simple “sampling.” For reasons of space, we will develop in
detail only the continuous-time case by simply pointing out
how the theory should be modiﬁed in discrete time.
The outline is as follows. In Section II, we present the
notation and give the problem statement. In Section III, we
introduce the framework that will be used in this paper. In
Section IV, we revisit the continuous-time, single overlap-
ping case using the techniques introduced in Section III. In
Section V, we attack the case of multiple overlapping. In
Section VI, we discuss the main differences between con-
tinuous and discrete time and present a sampling theorem
and a Mallat-like algorithm for LCB. In Section VII, we
show how to design a continuous-time window with arbitrary
smoothness. Section VIII gives the conclusions.
1Matviyenko [14] also introduces a folding operator, but it is slightly
different from ours.
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II. NOTATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Notation
The scalar product between two vectors of vector space
will be denoted as or when no confusion
about the vector space can arise. For complex signals, we
will suppose the scalar product linear with respect to the
second argument, that is, for every C
With notation , we will denote the signal obtained by
translating of Such a notation is convenient in expressions
like , where could be interpreted as
the scalar value assumed by in Continuous and
discrete-time signals will be differentiated by writing their
argument between parenthesis or square brackets, respectively
(e.g., or ).
B. Problem Statement
In continuous time, a (time-invariant) local cosine basis
(LCB) is made of functions
(1)
where is a function having as support an interval ,
and is deﬁned as
(2)
We assumed, without loss of generality, an elementary shift
step of 1. Other steps can be obtained by scaling.
In a time-invariant discrete-time cosine-modulated ﬁlter
bank (CMFB), the generic basis function has the form
(3)
with Note that in the discrete-time case,
we cannot normalize the elementary step by scaling.
If the window length is less or equal to twice the
elementary step, the support of (or ) overlaps only
the support of adjacent windows. This is the single overlapping
case.I f is greater than twice the elementary step, the
support of also intersects the support of nonadjacent
windows, and we have the multiple overlapping case.
The main objective in our study of continuous-time LCB
is to ﬁnd conditions on that lead to functions in (1) to
form an orthonormal basis for Similarly, in the study
of CMFB, we search for conditions on such that the
functions in (3) form an orthonormal basis of
III. THE FRAMEWORK
A. Vector Spaces Characterization: Continuous Time
As a ﬁrst step, it is instrumental to “collect” together the
functions relative to the same translation
Let be the subspace of generated by their linear
combinations, that is
span (4)
With this deﬁnition of , orthonormality of functions can
be split into two types of orthogonality:
• an “external” orthogonality between vector spaces and
;
• an “internal” orthogonality between two functions
and belonging to the same vector space
Such a separation will make the study of LCB easier. Com-
pleteness is also split in two parts:
• “external” completeness: ;
• “internal” completeness: functions form a basis
for
Actually, we just need to check the external completeness since
the internal one is automatically granted by deﬁnition (4).
As a second step, let us give a characterization of the
functions belonging to Note that vector space is just
a translated version of ; more precisely,
Because of this, we can limit ourselves to
the study of
If a function , then there exists a real, square
summable sequence such that
(5)
that is, if , then can be written as the product
of the window with a function
belonging to the space span The translated
version of will be called Functions in are not in
; however, it is easy to show that space is a Hilbert
space when endowed with the scalar product
(6)
The reason for limiting the integral in (6) between 1/2 and
1/2 stems from the fact that every is symmetric around
1/2, antisymmetric around 1/2, and skew periodic with period
2, that is
(7)
Because of the symmetries in (7), every function belonging
to is uniquely determined by the values assumed on
[ 1/2, 1/2]. Deﬁnition (6) follows from such a fact. We can
characterize as follows.
Property 1: The vector space is the space of the func-
tions that are square summable on [ 1/2, 1/2] and enjoy
symmetries (7).
Proof: We give just a sketch of the proof. By deﬁnition,
every function can be written as with
a square summable sequence; therefore,
is square summable on [ 1/2, 1/2]. Moreover, inherits
symmetries (7) from cosines.
Now, let be a function square summable on [ 1/2,1/2]
and enjoying symmetries (7). Since ,
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implies that only odd harmonics are used,
and symmetry around 1/2 implies that the series contains
only cosines.
Since , that is, is a “windowed” version of ,
we obtain the following characterization of
Corollary 1: The vector space is the space of the
functions that can be written as with
square summable on [ 1/2, 1/2] and enjoying symmetries (7).
We will need some other vector spaces similar to
but differing in the symmetry signs. More exactly, we will
consider vector spaces
(8a)
(8b)
(8c)
It is possible to prove that functions in are skew periodic
with period 2, whereas functions in and are periodic
with period 2.
We report here some useful properties enjoyed by vector
spaces and The proofs can be found in Proofs
A.1–A.3 of Appendix A.
Property 2: For every , and
Property 3: Every function is antisymmetric
around and symmetric around
Dually, every function is symmetric around
and antisymmetric around
Property 4: If or , then ;
if , , then
B. Vector Spaces Characterization: Discrete Time
The theory presented in this work does not use any particular
characteristic of continuous time, and everything could be re-
peated also in discrete time, with just a change of language. For
sake of convenience, let us just summarize the characterization
of in discrete time because we will need it in Section VI-B.
Property 5: The vector space contains the functions
that can be written as , with satisfying
the symmetries
(9)
C. The Folding Operators
The following operators acting on compactly supported
functions of will prove useful.
(10)
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Action of the folding operator when computing sIR r(t)s(t) dt;
with s(t) 2S 0: (a) Folding of function s(t) around the symmetry point
1=2+ causes the overlay of the single pieces of the function. (b) Folding
on r(t) induced by the folding in (a).
Operators (10) will be called folding operators. The one with
the most intuitive action is , whose action can be described
as “folding” around the symmetry points
(see Fig. 1). Operators and act like , but they
weight each term in the sum differently. It is easy to prove
that the result of operators (10) belongs to , , and ,
respectively. Note that the weights that each operator (10)
assigns to the symmetry points match with the weights
of the corresponding vector space. The folding operators (10)
will be used to simplify scalar products, according to the
following property.
Property 6: Let , , and ,
and let be a function with compact support; then
(11a)
(11b)
(11c)
Proof: We just give a graphical sketch of the proof in
Fig. 2. A more formal proof can be easily obtained by using
Fig. 2 as a guide. Fig. 2 shows that one can “fold” the left-
hand integral of (11) around the symmetry point 1/2 without
changing the value. Such a folding can be repeated for every
symmetry point of to obtain the right side of (11).
D. Internal Orthogonality
Let be the indicator function of the interval [ 1/2, 1/2].
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Fig. 2. Proof of folding operator properties. Every plot symbolizes a scalar
product in L2(IR) and should be read as “the integral of the product of the two
plotted functions.” 1) Continuous line shows a compact support function r(t);
dashed line shows a function s(t) of S0; dash-and-dot line shows the position
of 1/2. 2) and 3) The integral on IR is split into two integrals for x<1=2 and
x>1=2; respectively. 4) The integral for x>1=2 is ﬂipped around 1/2. This
does not change the value of the integral. 5) The integrals relative to 2) and
4) have the same support, and they can be summed together. Since the dashed
plots are equal, the resulting plot corresponds to s
1=2
￿1(r1(t)+r2(t))s1(t) dt,
that is, the two continuous lines are added, whereas the dashed line remains
the same.
Lemma 1: If the window veriﬁes the power-
complementarity conditions
(12)
then linear mapping
(13)
maps into preserving the scalar product,
that is
(14)
The action of can be graphically described as in Fig. 3.
Function [Fig. 3(a)] is “unwindowed,” and the re-
sulting function [Fig. 3(b)] is forced to zero outside
the interval [ 1/2, 1/2] [Fig. 3(c)]. It is clear from the same
ﬁgure that can be inverted by extending by symmetry the
function in Fig. 3(c) to and multiplying the result by
Since the functions form an orthonormal basis
of , internal orthogonality follows from (14) and (6) with
Proof of Lemma 1: To prove that (14) follows from (12),
write explicitly the scalar product
(15)
Since the functions , their product belongs to
(Property 4), and we can apply Property 6 to rewrite (15) as
(16)
Expression (16) is equal to (14) for every if and only
if (12) is true.
In the single overlapping case, since the window support is
[ 1, 1], (12) assumes the more usual form
(17)
E. Projection
We will search for an expression for the projection on
that does not depend on the chosen basis. It is worth spending
a few words to explain why this could be interesting. Let us
start from a simpler case: a discrete-time modulated ﬁlter bank
(cosine modulated or DFT ﬁlter bank). Call the sampling
interval and the prototype ﬁlter, and let
be the modulating functions (cosines or complex exponentials).
The basis associated with such a ﬁlter bank is
(18)
Note that in discrete time, we have just a ﬁnite number of
modulating functions. From a linear space point of view,
to compute the ﬁlter bank output at time corresponds to
compute the scalar products
(19)
For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we will concentrate
on the case With the usual scalar product of ,w e
can move the window in (19) to the same side of to obtain
(20)
Equation (20) can be interpreted as saying that the ﬁlter bank
output can be obtained by windowing the input signal with
the prototype and by computing the scalar product of the
result with the modulating functions.
If the window is rectangular (that is, the ﬁlter bank imple-
ments a DCT or a DFT), the product of the input signal with
the window is the projection on and (20) can be interpreted
as two-step procedure: First, is projected on , and then,
the result is projected on basis vectors The ﬁrst projection
is an “external” projection, and the second one is an “internal”
one. If the window is not rectangular, the product with is
not a projection since it is not idempotent. We will see that to
obtain a projection one must take one more step (folding).
To ﬁnd the projection on , remember that because of
internal orthogonality, the set forms an orthonormal3170 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SIGNAL PROCESSING, VOL. 46, NO. 12, DECEMBER 1998
Fig. 3. Graphical description of the unitary transformation ￿ between V0 and L2([￿1=2;1=2]): (a) Function w(t)s(t) belonging to V0: (b) Function
S(t): (c) Restriction of function s(t) to [￿1/2, 1/2].
Fig. 4. Computation of the projection of qt[n] on V0 for n =0 ;1;2: (a)
Window w(t): (b) Signal f(t): (c) and (d) Translated versions f(t ￿ 1) and
f(t￿2): To compute qt[n], we have to multiply the values of f(t￿n) marked
with little circles by the corresponding window values, with a possible change
of sign, according to the little signs reported next to the window.
basis of Therefore, the projection on can be written as
(21)
Since , we can apply Property 6 to rewrite (21) as
(22)
Remember that Since cosines
are an orthonormal basis for , the sum in (22) is equal to
, and (22) can be rewritten as
(23)
If our goal is to compute the scalar products , we can
exploit the isomorphism between and
by simply expressing as a linear combination of
In discrete time, this is just a DCT. This is how the
fast algorithm for discrete-time CMFB’s works. Indeed, such
an algorithm can be described as follows.
• The input signal is multiplied by the window ( products,
with the window length) and folded ( sums). This
corresponds to the external projection.
• The DCT (for which fast algorithms of complexity
exist) of the resulting signal is computed. This
corresponds to the internal projection.
F. Completeness
We will prove that completeness of the LCB follows from
power complementarity. More formally, we have the follow-
ing.
Property 7: If satisﬁes the power complementarity
conditions (12) and is orthogonal to every ,
, then , that is
(24)
or, equivalently
(25)
The proof of Property 7 is reported in Sections IV-B and
V-B, for the single and multiple overlapping case, respectively.
In the proofs, for technical convenience, is supposed
continuous. Since the subset of continuous functions is dense
in , completeness for continuous functions implies
completeness for The proofs will use the auxiliary
signal
if
if .
(26)
Since is the projection of
evaluated in , signal is orthogonal to every if and
only if for every We will prove
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Fig. 5. Computation of the scalar product between a function of V0 and a function of V1: Symbol ￿ denotes the product of two signals; symbol s inside
a box means that the input signal is integrated over IR: Dash-and-dot lines denote the position of ￿1/2 and 1/2. (a) Window w(t) relative to space V0: (b)
Function s0 belonging to space C0: (c) Translated window w(t ￿ 1): (d) Function s1(t) belonging to space C1: (e) Function f0(t)=w(t)s0(t) 2 V0:
(f) Function f1(t)=w(t ￿ 1)s1(t) 2 V1: (g) Product f0(t)f1(t):
choice of the signal (26), write explicitly the expression for
in (26) to obtain, after some algebra
(27a)
(27b)
Interpreting (27) with the help of Fig. 4, we can see that the
computation of always requires the same set of values
of for every Such a fact will
be exploited in Sections IV-B and V-B to write (27) as a PR
ﬁlter bank and prove the completeness.
IV. SINGLE OVERLAPPING REVISITED
In this section, we brieﬂy revisit the single overlapping case
[11] to show how the framework presented in Section III can
be used.
A. External Orthogonality
We need to check Because of
the support restriction, only needs to be checked,
which, by translation invariance, reduces to We
will prove that external orthogonality follows from window
symmetry A simple consequence of window
symmetry that will be exploited in the following is that
, that is, translating is equivalent
to taking its symmetric around 1/2.
Fig. 5 shows the computation of the scalar product of a
function with a function The proof of
the orthogonality between and becomes immediate from
symmetry considerations by rearranging Fig. 5 as in Fig. 6. It
is worth summarizing how the scheme of Fig. 6 works because
the same reasoning holds also for multiple overlapping and
odd shifts.
1) Window is even; this implies that can be
obtained via a symmetry around 1/2 and that the product
is symmetric around 1/2.
2) The function (Property 2), whereas
Therefore, they have different symmetries
around 1/2, and their product is antisymmetric.
3) The overall product is antisym-
metric, and its area is zero.
B. Completeness
As anticipated, we will prove completeness by showing that
if the auxiliary signal introduced in (26) is identically
zero, then We present such a proof because it
introduces, in a simpler context, the technique that will be
used in the multiple overlapping case.
Proof of Property 7 (Single Overlapping): By using in
(27) the fact that the window support is [ 1, 1] and the
window symmetry, we get
if
if
(28)3172 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SIGNAL PROCESSING, VOL. 46, NO. 12, DECEMBER 1998
Fig. 6. Rearrangement of the signals of Fig. 5. (a) Window w(t) symmetric with respect to 0, that is, w(t)=w(￿t): (b) Window w(t￿1) = w(1￿t): (c) Sig-
nal s0(t) 2C 0 symmetric around ￿1/2 and antisymmetric around 1/2. (d) Signal s1(t) 2C 1 symmetric around 1/2. (e) Product w(t)w(t￿1) = w(t)w(1￿t)
symmetric around 1/2. (f) Product s0(t)s1(t) antisymmetric around 1/2 because of the two different types of symmetry of s0(t) and s1(t): (g) Overall product
w(t)w(t ￿1)s0(t)s1(t) antisymmetric because product of the symmetric function w(t)w(t ￿1) with the antisymmetric one s0(t)s1(t): Its integral is zero.
Rewriting (28) in matrix form gives
(29)
Because of the power complementarity conditions, the matrix
in (29) is invertible This implies that if ,
then
(30)
Since for every there exist and
such that or , (30) implies
V. MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING IN CONTINUOUS TIME
Now, we attack an original construction, namely, the case
of LCB with multiple overlapping.
A. External Orthogonality
In the case of multiple overlapping, window symmetry still
leads to external orthogonality but only for odd translations.
• If the window is even, we can write
, that is, a translation of gives the
same result of a symmetry around Therefore,
the product is symmetric around
• The product is antisymmetric around
since and
• The approach of the single overlapping case still works:
is symmetric around , whereas
is antisymmetric. Therefore, the overall prod-
uct is antisymmetric, and the two spaces are orthogonal.
We can summarize such a fact in a property.
Property 8: If , then is orthogonal to
for every
What happens for a translation of ? For even translations,
both and belong to ; therefore, is
symmetric around , and the approach of the
single overlapping case cannot be applied anymore.
How can we obtain orthogonality? The answer is contained
in the following property.
Property 9: Vector spaces and are
orthogonal if and only if the window is self-orthogonal
in the sense that
(31)
Proof: If has to be orthogonal to
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Fig. 7. (a) Example of construction of discrete-time signal vt[n]: (b) Trian-
gular sinus giving the position of the samples of vt[n]:
must hold. In (32), (Property 4) and from
Property 6, we get
(33)
Equation (33) is veriﬁed if and only if (31) is true.
Equation (31) is not a continuous-time condition but a
continuum of discrete-time conditions (a condition for every
By using such a fact, we can prove the
following property.
Property 10: The window enjoys power complemen-
tarity and self-orthogonality if and only if, for each , is
a branch of a two-channel PR ﬁlter bank.
Property 10 is interesting because two-channel PR ﬁlter
banks have a nice parameterization. Such a fact will be
exploited in the section relative to window design.
Proof: Deﬁne the following discrete-time signal
if
if
(34)
Fig. 7(a) shows the construction of signal for
The values of used to construct are marked with
little circles, and the corresponding samples of are written
next to them. By using (34) in (31) and recalling the power
complementarity condition , we get
(35)
that is, is orthogonal to its even translations or, equivalently,
it is a branch of a two-channel PR ﬁlter bank.
It is worth to pointing out two properties of that come
directly from its deﬁnition (the ﬁrst equality requires window
symmetry) and that will be exploited in the following.
(36a)
(36b)
1) Other Uses of the Folding Operator: In this section, we
show some other applications of the folding operator.
Window symmetry is a sufﬁcient, but not necessary, condi-
tion for external orthogonality for odd translations. To obtain
a necessary condition, we can prove, with a reasoning sim-
ilar to the one used in the case of even translations, that
external orthogonality for odd translations is equivalent to
that can be rewritten as
(37)
Since every is a branch of a PR ﬁlter bank, (37) implies
that must be the conjugate (in a
PR sense) of Window symmetry clearly fulﬁlls such a
condition.
If LCB’s are used for multitone modulation [6], the window
at the receiver is a distorted version of the window at
the transmitter Because of this, we can loose external
orthogonality, and this causes intersymbol interference. To
measure the deviation from orthogonality we could use the
norm of the folded product More
generally, by using Property 6 and the Cauchy–Schwartz
inequality, we can prove the following property.
Property 11: Let and , and let
be two windows; then
if even
if odd.
(38)
As an example of application of Property 11, we can
consider Matviyenko’s biorthogonal local trigonometric
bases [14]. In [14], the two dual bases are obtained by
modulating two different windows and with the
same cosines. Using Property 11 with and
, we can write the biorthogonality conditions as
and
B. Completeness
Let be a continuous function, and deﬁne
as in (26). We want to prove that for all and
implies
Proof of Property 7 (Multiple Overlapping): Observe
Fig. 4. When is translated, values and
fall alternatively under the inﬂuence of
two different sets of window values. This suggests that
can be written as a convolution. To such an end, deﬁne
if
if
(39)
if
if
(40)
if
if
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Fig. 8. Two-channel perfect reconstruction ﬁlter bank induced by the pro-
jection on V0:
By using such signals, we can rewrite (27) as
(42a)
(42b)
A possible interpretation of (42) is presented in Fig. 8; values
can be obtained by ﬁltering with a two-channel ﬁlter
bank having and as impulse responses. The even
samples exit from , whereas the odd ones exit from
Such a ﬁlter bank structure will be even more interesting after
we will have proved a fundamental relationship between
and As a ﬁrst step, rewrite and in terms of
and as
(43)
From (43), it is easy to prove that
(44)
that is, and are orthogonal to their even translation.
Moreover, by using (43) in (37), we can see that and
are conjugate quadrature ﬁlters, and the scheme of Fig. 8
is a PR ﬁlter bank! Therefore, if for every ,
then because of the PR property. If such a fact is
veriﬁed for every , then
It is interesting to observe from the proof that a continuous-
time LCB can be interpreted as a continuum of discrete-time
two channel ﬁlter banks.
It is worth summarizing what we found so far.
Theorem 1: Let be a continuous window satisfying
symmetry, power complementarity, and self orthogonality
constraints
(45a)
(45b)
and
(45c)
Deﬁne as the subspace of spanned by
with deﬁned as in (2). Let be the
translation of in the sense that
Then, , and functions
make an orthonormal basis for
VI. RELATION BETWEEN DISCRETE-TIME AND
CONTINUOUS-TIME CASES, A SAMPLING THEOREM,
AND A MALLAT-LIKE ALGORITHM FOR LCB
A. Discrete-Time Case
The continuous-time theory can be easily rephrased in dis-
crete time. This is suggested from the fact that the conditions
of Theorem 1 have a “pointwise” nature. For example, self-
orthogonality (45c) is a pointwise condition, and it does not
require to belong to a continuous set. It is worth emphasizing
the major differences between the two cases.
• The elementary step cannot be normalized, and we have
one more parameter: the step size The cosine symme-
tries are not around 1/2 but are around
• The scalar product is computed via sums and not inte-
grals, and properties like Property 6 should be suitably
rewritten. The folding operator remains the same but with
• The vector spaces have ﬁnite dimension, whereas in
continuous time, their dimension is inﬁnite. Since we
never used the dimension of , the difference is of no
consequence.
• The proof of the fact that is a unitary mapping still
works. This time, the role of is played
by the space of sequences with support
• It is possible that the symmetry points do not belong to
This is not a problem since the proofs rely on the property
that an antisymmetric function has zero mean, and this
holds independently from the fact that the symmetry point
belongs, or does not belong, to
• Self-orthogonality condition (31) gives rise to a ﬁnite set
of constraints and not a continuum.
An important relationship between the continuous and
discrete-time cases is that by sampling a continuous-time
LCB with a lattice symmetric with respect to 1/2 (in this
way, the symmetry characteristics of LCB still make sense),
we get a discrete-time CMFB. It is convenient to deﬁne some
new symbols for the sampled versions of the generic signal
, the window , the cosines , and the basis
functions They will be denoted as
(46a)
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“Phase” in (46) is necessary in order to
make the sampling lattice symmetric with respect to 1/2.
Now, we can state the announced property.
Property 12: Consider a continuous-time LCB with win-
dow Let Deﬁne as the space
obtained by sampling ; more precisely
(47)
The vector space is a discrete-time local cosine space
of dimension relative to the window and having
functions as an orthonormal basis.
It is clear that has dimension since there are
independent samples (the ones inside [ 1/2, 1/2]). The proof
of Property 12 requires the following “aliasing lemma.”
Lemma 2: The following “aliasing relationships” hold:
(48a)
(48b)
Equations (48) have an intriguing interpretation. If we
consider as a “function valued signal” in , the equations
in (48) claim that is antisymmetric around
and skew periodic with period , that is, the same type of
symmetries enjoyed by the cosine functions in time!
Proof: Equations (48) follow immediately from cosine
properties and the deﬁnition of
Sketch of the Proof of Property 12: Functions
generate Because of Lemma 2, we can restrict our
attention to functions The window in-
herits from symmetry, power complementarity, and self-
orthogonality. Functions are the cosines used in CMFB’s
[compare with (3)]. Therefore,
are the impulse responses of a CMFB, and the thesis follows.
B. A Sampling Theorem for LCB’s
The sampling theorem is an important result of Fourier
analysis. Since LCB’s, like the Fourier transform, are a fre-
quency analysis tool, we expect a result similar to the sampling
theorem based on LCB. In this section, we are going to
give such a result. It will be seen that the class of perfectly
reconstructible signals in the LCB sense is different from the
class of perfectly reconstructible signals in the Fourier sense
(bandlimited signals).
To emphasize the connection with the Fourier transform,
we will change, in this section only, index in and
with Moreover, we will use notations
and for continuous- and discrete-time
functions, respectively. Before stating the main result, let us
deﬁne the concept of “bandlimited signal” in an LCB sense.
Deﬁnition 1: Deﬁne as the “locally bandlimited” sub-
space of , that is
(49)
Theorem 2: If , then can be recovered from
its sampled version via
(50)
where is deﬁned as
(51)
If , the quadratic norm of the reconstruction error
is minimized by sampling
(52)
Equation (52) is the LCB correspondent of the lowpass
ﬁltering used in the usual sampling. Note that a signal can
be locally bandlimited without being bandlimited in the usual
sense. Therefore, according to Theorem 2, we can ﬁnd signals
with inﬁnite bandwidth that can be perfectly reconstructed in
an LCB sense (and vice versa). To prove Theorem 2, we need
the following lemma that describes the relationship between
the local cosine transforms of and its sampled version
Lemma 3: Let and be the local cosine
transforms of and its sampled version ,
respectively; then
(53)
Lemma 3 descends directly from Lemma 2. Note that
instead of the usual aliasing of the classical sampling theorem,
here we have a folding! Lemma 3 has an immediate corollary.
Corollary 2: If , then
Lemma 4: Expression (52) is the projection of on
Proof: Write the projection on in terms of
(54)
The compact support of the functions allowed us to
bring the sums inside the integral.
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Proof of Theorem 2: Let From Corollary
2, it follows that for each and ,
Therefore, we
can write
(55)
By replacing the scalar product in (55) with its expression,
we get
(56)
The second part of the theorem is clear since the reconstruction
formula gives a function of , and in (52) is the
function of having minimum distance from
Note the necessity of projecting on before sampling
it. This is similar to what happens with the wavelet expansion
using Mallat’s algorithm; we must ﬁrst calculate a projection
onto the space spanned by the scaling functions at a chosen
scale. Another example is the case of classical sampling; if the
signal is not bandlimited, we must use a lowpass ﬁlter (that
is, the projection on the space of bandlimited signals).
C. A Mallat-Like Algorithm for Continuous-Time Local Bases
Let us exploit the results of the previous section to develop
an algorithm to compute
If , it is clear that because of Corollary 2, we
can sample and compute the scalar products in discrete
time. This can be efﬁciently done with a CMFB. If is not
bandlimited, we have, according to Theorem 2, to project it on
By evaluating at instants , we get
(57)
The resulting analysis algorithm is shown in Fig. 9(a).
Fig. 9(b) shows the corresponding synthesis scheme.
VII. WINDOW DESIGN
In this section, we show how to design a window for
a continuous-time, multiple overlapping LCB. Let us state
explicitly our objective.
Problem 1: Let Design a -time differentiable
window satisfying the constraints of power complementarity,
symmetry, and self-orthogonality.
Recall the deﬁnition (34) of the signal Remember that
is a branch of a PR ﬁlter bank. Let us, in this section,
(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. Mallat-like algorithm for local cosine bases. (a) Analysis—For each
n 2 , the scalar product of the input signal f(t) with the kernel r(t;n)
is computed. The resulting discrete-time sequence fN[n] is processed with
a CMFB whose output are components aj;k: (b) Synthesis—The N input
signals aj;0;￿￿￿;a j;N￿1 are sent into a synthesis ﬁlter bank whose output is
the original sequence fN[n] because of the perfect reconstruction property.
The discrete-time sequence is sent into an interpolator that reconstructs the
original signal f(t) (or its projection on BN if originally f(t) was not
bandlimited).
change the notation into We need to know how
to obtain from the ﬁlters
Property 13: For every , there exist
such that Moreover, for every
, the function is arbitrarily differentiable
in , and there exists a neighborhood of such that is
constant.
Proof: Call tsin (as triangular sinus) the function
from to [ 1/2, 1/2], which is shown in Fig. 7(b). It is
clear from the ﬁgure that , there exists
such that tsin If tsin , we are
done; otherwise, exploit window symmetry to obtain
with tsin
since tsin is odd.
The integer in Property 13 is not necessarily unique;
indeed, for every , there exist two integers satisfying
Property 13. We will avoid such an ambiguity by imposing left
continuity to By exploiting Property 13, we can restate
Problem 1 as follows.
Problem 2: Find a family of ﬁlters , parameterized
by , such that the corresponding window is -time
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Every two channel ﬁlter bank can be expressed via the
lattice factorization as a sequence of rotations and unit delays
[1], [2]. Every rotation is identiﬁed by an angle , and a -
length ﬁlter bank requires rotations. Collect all the angles
in a vector Let be the function giving
the th sample of the ﬁlter relative to angles To determine a
family of ﬁlters, make every angle a function of ,
and deﬁne Note that functions
have no constraint. With such a parameterization Problem 2
becomes the following.
Problem 3: Find a set of functions such
that the window is
-time differentiable.
Now, we have to map the requirement of window smooth-
ness into constraints on Since and are
arbitrarily smooth if , it is clear that as long
as does not change, is as smooth as Since for
every there is a neighborhood of in which
is constant, we have the following property.
Property 14: If every function is -times differen-
tiable in , then is -times differentiable
in
Therefore, to achieve smoothness in , we can,
for example, use for every a polynomial in Instead, if
, function assumes two different values in every
neighborhood of , and we have continuity if
(58)
where denotes the limit for going to zero from the
right. Call and the two constant values
in (58). Since, for ﬁxed , is a continuous
function of , we can rewrite (58) as
(59)
Since tsin can only assume values 0, 1/2 if
[see Fig. 7(b)], (59) can be rewritten as a set
of boundary conditions on functions for
Actually, it is shown in Appendix B that the window must
satisfy the following constraints on :
(60)
Constraints (60) map themselves into constraints for It
is immediate to see that if are continuous and satisfy
constraints (60), the limits in (58) are necessarily equal.
The reasoning used to obtain (59) can be repeated for every
order of differentiability, giving rise to the following boundary
conditions on the derivatives of with respect to
(61)
The term in (61) comes from the fact that the derivative
of is 1o r 1, depending on the direction approaches
Since every is a linear combination of products
of sines and cosines of , it is possible to show that
(61) becomes a linear system in unknowns and
that can be solved with usual techniques. The
obtained boundary conditions can be easily matched by using
for each a polynomial in
Although everything can be carried out in closed form,
because of the involved form of the functions and
their derivatives, a program for symbolic mathematics can
prove useful.
A. Continuous-Time Design with Discrete-Time
Techniques and Vice Versa
Since the self-orthogonality conditions for discrete time are
just the sampled version of the continuous time ones, we can
get a good discrete-time window by sampling a continuous-
time one. Such a fact can be exploited in two ways.
1) Design a discrete-time window (with some known tech-
nique, e.g., [1]), and use its samples as “anchor points.”
The continuous-time window is obtained by (nonlinear)
interpolation.
More precisely, suppose the discrete-time window
has samples between 0 and 1/2.2 Window samples
can be mapped into angle values
that can be interpolated
with smooth functions.
2) Design a good continuous-time window; then, obtain
a good discrete-time one by sampling. This approach
could be used, for example, to transform a window for
channels with a given overlapping into a window
for channels with the same overlapping. To do
that, just interpolate the original window to continuous
time, and sample the result.
B. Design Example
Fig. 10(a) shows the plots of the sinc function (dashed line)
and of a twice differentiable window for quadruple overlapping
(continuous line). The window frequency response is shown
with continuous line in Fig. 10(b) together the frequency
response of the single overlapping window shown in Fig. 10(c)
(dotted line). Samples of the window of Fig. 10(a) can be
found in Table I.
Fig. 10(e) and (f) show time and frequency domain views
of a window obtained by interpolating, with the technique
of Section VII-A, the discrete-time window reported in [1]
for and It is interesting
to observe that the resulting window does not satisfy the
boundary conditions in and, therefore, is not continu-
ous (the discontinuities are evident in ).
However, allowing such discontinuities gives more freedom
to the window, and the resulting frequency response has a
better stopband attenuation, although it decreases more slowly
for high frequencies. It is worth observing that the cosine
window for double overlapping presented by Malvar in [15]
is discontinuous as well.
2For simplicity, the discrete-time window domain is supposed to be
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 10. Example of window design. Frequency scales are normalized to the sampling frequency. (a) Continuous line: twice differentiable window for
quadruple overlapping. Dashed line: sinc function for the same sampling frequency. (b) Continuous line: frequency response of the window in (a). Dotted line:
frequency response of the window in (c). (c) Single overlapping window used for comparison. (d) “Zoom” on a tail of (a). This closer view explains why the
two tails are doomed to be different; the ﬁrst minimum of sinc(t) is around t = ￿1:5, where w(t) must be zero. (e) and (f) Like (a) and (b), but for a window
obtained by interpolating a discrete-time one. Note that the window has some discontinuities at t = ￿2:5;￿3;￿3:5: This is because the discrete-time window
did not satisfy the boundary conditions in =2: Despite that, the frequency response of the window (d) is better than the frequency response of the window (a).BERNARDINI AND VETTERLI: DISCRETE- AND CONTINUOUS-TIME LOCAL COSINE BASES WITH MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING 3179
TABLE I
SAMPLES OF THE WINDOW FOR QUADRUPLE OVERLAPPING SHOWN
IN FIG.1 0FOR t =1 =50 + n=25;n=0 ;1;￿￿￿;99: THE TABLE
MUST BE READ COLUMNWISE,T OP TO BOTTOM,L EFT TO RIGHT
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A theory for local cosine basis with multiple overlapping has
been presented. Although only the continuous-time case has
been studied in detail, the theory also works in discrete time.
Such a fact allowed us to obtain a sampling theorem for local
cosine bases and an efﬁcient Mallat-like analysis algorithm.
The problem of window design has also been analyzed, and
some example of windows for multiple overlapping have been
given.
APPENDIX A
PROOFS
Proof A.1: We will prove that and
The property will follow by induction.
Let , and call Since symmetries
(7) are not independent one another, but every two of them
imply the third one, we just need to prove that is
symmetric around 1/2 because skew periodicity is not affected
by translations.
(62)
Therefore, To prove that , just observe
that
Proof A.2: We will carry out the proof only for since
the proof for differs only in the signs. Function enjoys
the following symmetries and skew periodicity
(63)
From (63), it follows that
(64)
Proof A.3: We only give the proof for
The proof for the other cases differs only in the signs. Since
and are both square summable on [ 1/2, 1/2], then
We just need to prove that
enjoys the symmetries characteristic of
(65)
APPENDIX B
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON FOR
Equation (36a) for implies Since
, then
B.1. Constraints for
Equation (36b) for gives
Therefore, (35) becomes
(66)
Equation (66) claims that is a non-null ﬁnite
length signal orthogonal to all its translations. This implies
, which in turn implies
(67)
By window symmetry, we deduce from (67) the values as-
sumed by the window on
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